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into gene batteries (Gaudet and Mango, 2002; Livesey
et al., 2000; Roth et al., 1998; Stathopoulos et al.,
2002). However, a common limitation of microarray ap-
proaches is that they lack the resolution to examine gene
expression profiles of single cellular subtypes within a
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701 West 168th Street complex tissue type. Elegant approaches have been
utilized to circumvent these limitations, including the isola-New York, New York 10032
tion of single cell-specific mRNA populations through the
use of fluorescence-activated cell sorting techniques
(Zhang et al., 2002) or immunoprecipitation of mRNASummary
populations through cell-type-specific expression of an
mRNA binding protein (Roy et al., 2002). We describeGene batteries are sets of coregulated genes with
common cis-regulatory elements that define the dif- here an alternative approach to identify cell-type-spe-
cific gene batteries by first defining the cis-regulatoryferentiated state of a cell. The nature of gene batteries
for individual neuronal cellular subtypes and their logic of genes expressed in a single cell type and then
using this information to undertake a genome-wide anal-linked cis-regulatory elements is poorly defined.
Through molecular dissection of the highly modular ysis of a cell-type-specific gene expression program.
We have focused our analysis on a single pair of twocis-regulatory architecture of individual neuronally ex-
pressed genes, we have defined a conserved 16 bp bilaterally symmetric interneurons of C. elegans, termed
AIYL and AIYR. The AIY interneurons have a central rolecis-regulatory motif that drives gene expression in a
single interneuron subtype, termed AIY, in the nema- in the integration of various sensory modalities and in
the execution of simple learning and memory paradigmstode Caenorhabditis elegans. This motif is bound and
activated by the Paired- and LIM-type homeodomain (Ishihara et al., 2002; Mori and Ohshima, 1995; Tsalik
and Hobert, 2003). However, previous to this study, onlyproteins CEH-10 and TTX-3. Using genome-wide phy-
logenetic footprinting, we delineated the location, dis- limited information was available regarding the nature
of the molecules that are expressed in AIY and are criti-tribution, and evolution of AIY-specific cis-regulatory
elements throughout the genome and thereby defined cal for the proper formation and subsequent function of
AIY. ceh-10 and ttx-3, members of the Paired and LIMa large battery of AIY-expressed genes, all of which
represent direct Paired/LIM homeodomain target classes of homeobox genes, respectively, are required
for the specification of AIY cell fate (Altun-Gultekin etgenes. The identity of these homeodomain targets
provides novel insights into the biology of the AIY in- al., 2001). The fly and vertebrate homologs of these
transcription factors, Chx10 and Lhx2/Apterous, alsoterneuron.
specify neuronal subtypes (Burmeister et al., 1996;
Lundgren et al., 1995; Porter et al., 1997), but as is theIntroduction
case with C. elegans CEH-10 and TTX-3, few down-
stream targets of these homologs have been identified.The multitude of terminally differentiated cellular sub-
types in a multicellular organism is defined by specific This paucity is in line with the limited number of known
target genes of homeodomain proteins in general.and unique gene expression profiles. How these gene
expression profiles are generated is a central question Starting with green fluorescent protein (GFP)-based
reporter constructs that monitor expression of previouslyin developmental biology. Morgan first used the term
“gene battery” to refer to sets of genes that are ex- known AIY cell fate markers, we generated a series of
deletion constructs, thereby defining a high-resolutionpressed differently in individual cell types, accounting
for the differences in cellular phenotypes (Morgan, cis-regulatory map of subregions responsible for the
expression of each reporter in single cell types. One of1934). This term was later modified to refer to a set of
genes that are coexpressed in terminally differentiated these cis-regulatory elements yields AIY-specific ex-
cells because their cis-regulatory regions respond to pression and contains a phylogenetically conserved 16
common trans-acting factors (Davidson, 2001; Britten nucleotide consensus motif to which the CEH-10 and
and Davidson, 1969). The complexity of information en- TTX-3 proteins exhibit cooperative binding in vitro. Us-
coded within cis-regulatory regions and the linkage of ing this consensus binding site and phylogenetic filter-
a limited, and evolutionarily not drastically expanding, ing software that we developed, we have conducted
overall number of genes into cell-specific gene batteries genome-wide searches of the genomes of C. elegans
provide not only a direct correlate to cellular and organ- and C. briggsae, a related nematode species, to find
ismal complexity but also present a major driving force genes that have this TTX-3/CEH-10 binding motif con-
of evolution (Davidson, 2001). The definition of tissue- served within their regulatory regions. This search has
specific gene batteries by microarray analysis has en- yielded scores of genes that comprise an AIY-specific
abled the decoding of the cis-regulatory information gene battery under the control of a conserved set of
that provides the mechanistic basis for linkage of genes transcriptional regulators. This gene battery provides
insight into the biology and functional capacities of a
single neuronal cellular subtype.*Correspondence: or38@columbia.edu
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Figure 1. Defining Cell Fate by Binary Codes
A binary combinatorial code (with 1 indicating expression; 0 indicating no expression) of gene expression defines individual neuronal cellular
subtypes (Altun-Gultekin et al., 2001; Tsalik et al., 2003). The molecular identity of the individual gene products is indicated by a cartoon (see
text for details). “Other cells” refers to expression in other cell types.
Results additively to create the expression patterns seen in the
largest reporters (summarized in Figure 2; see Supple-
mental Figure S1 at http://www.developmentalcell.com/cis-Regulatory Code for AIY Differentiation
We previously described a set of eight genes that define cgi/content/full/6/6/757/DC1 for pictures of transgenic
animals). Moreover, for each gene we were able to definethe differentiated state of the AIY interneurons (Altun-
Gultekin et al., 2001; Figure 1). These include three ho- a small regulatory subregion that can drive expression
in the AIY interneurons. Only little evidence of repressivemeodomain transcription factors (ceh-10, ttx-3, ceh-23)
and five terminal differentiation markers, namely two cis-regulatory elements was observed in this analysis;
that is, diminishing the size of cis-regulatory fragmentsG protein-coupled putative neurotransmitter receptors
(ser-2, sra-11), the acetylcholine vesicular transporter rarely led to ectopic expression in new cell types.
unc-17, a secreted signaling molecule (hen-1), and an
extracellular matrix protein (kal-1). Notably, each of these Identification of an AIY-Specific
cis-Regulatory Motifgenes is expressed in multiple cell types, with several
of the genes showing coexpression in one or more cell After defining small regulatory regions driving expres-
sion in AIY, we next sought to identify a specific cis-types (Figure 1). However, the pair of AIY neurons repre-
sents the only class of cells displaying coexpression of regulatory motif or motifs that these regions have in
common. We focused on motif identification in the 243each of these genes. The coexpression of these genes
hence provides a signature that is characteristic for AIY bp AIY-regulatory element of the ttx-3 locus. The tran-
scription factor binding site prediction program TransFaccell fate (Figure 1).
To explore the bases of coregulation of these genes, (Wingender et al., 1996) predicted binding sites for several
known transcription factors (e.g., AP1, Ftz-F1), yet wewe dissected the cis-regulatory architecture of all eight
known AIY-expressed genes by fusing different subfrag- found that mutating these sites had no effect (Supple-
mental Figure S2). Hypothesizing that the homeodomainments of their cis-regulatory regions to a gfp reporter
(Chalfie et al., 1994) and monitoring gfp expression in proteins that we previously identified as being necessary
for AIY differentiation (Altun-Gultekin et al., 2001) mighttransgenic worms containing each construct. For all the
analyses presented in this paper, we have examined the bind to this element, we next disrupted TAAN sequences,
the core binding motif of many homeodomain transcrip-expression of multiple transgenic lines and rarely found
any qualitative differences between lines. Expression of tion factors (Desplan et al., 1988; Hoey and Levine,
1988). Disruption of one of these motifs affected gfpreporters in AIY was unambiguously assessed with the
use of an AIY-specific red fluorescent protein (RFP) reporter expression in AIY (Supplemental Figure S2).
Through aligning the sequence surrounding this TAAtransgene contained in the background.
The cis-regulatory analysis for the eight known AIY motif with the minimal AIY-regulatory regions of the
other AIY-expressed genes, we identified a common 16expressed genes reveals that the regulatory regions of
each AIY cell fate marker gene are highly modular with bp motif which we term the “AIY-expressed cis-regula-
tory motif” (short: “AIY motif;” Figure 3).distinct cis-regulatory subregions, which often give re-
porter gene expression in single cellular subtypes, acting The necessity of this motif for expression in AIY was
Homeodomain-Dependent Interneuron Gene Battery
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Figure 2. Summary of cis-Regulatory Architecture of AIY-Expressed Genes
Promoter deletion analyses are shown for each of the AIY-expressed genes. Multiple transgenic lines were analyzed for expression of each
construct. Lines indicate genomic region fused to gfp (red if expressed in AIY). () indicates consistent strong expression in additional
unidentified neurons; (/) indicates weak and/or inconsistent expression in other neurons. If not explicitly noted otherwise, expression of
reporters in nonneural tissues is not reported. The presence of an AIY motif in a gene locus or construct and its location is indicated by a
vertical red line. Actual sequences of these motifs are indicated above the gene loci models. Bases shown in red type match the consensus
for that position of the motif (Figure 3). A red cross indicates the deletion of the cis-regulatory motif in a construct. Constructs in which motifs
have been deleted are suffixed with (bs). Additional information specific to a given panel follows. (A) Green arrows indicate alternative first
exons (Tsalik et al., 2003). (C) A transcriptional gfp fusion was made to the adjacent paralogous sra-12 gene (shown in black). (H) For ceh-
23, the presence and location of a putative CAN cell cis-regulatory motif is indicated by a vertical cyan line and its sequence is indicated
above. Deletion of this motif in the ceh-23 promACANbs::gfp construct, leading to loss of expression in the CAN cells, is indicated by a cyan cross.
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Figure 3. The AIY cis-Regulatory Motif
Capital letters correspond to C. elegans se-
quences, lower case to C. briggsae sequences.
All C. elegans motifs were experimentally veri-
fied (i.e., deletion leads to loss of expression
of the respective reporter gene construct in
AIY). The sequence alignment defines a posi-
tion weight matrix (PWM) that is represented
by a sequence logo (Schneider and Stephens,
1990). Of the two AIY motifs in the C. ele-
gans ceh-23 locus, only one is conserved in
C. briggsae. The AIY motif in ser-2a is not
conserved (see Figure 4C).
verified in each case by deleting the motif and confirming ceh-22 (Okkema and Fire, 1994), or elt-2 (Hawkins and
McGhee, 1995), GFP fluorescence was observed in thethat transgenic animals expressing the mutant reporter
construct lacked expression in AIY (Figure 2, Supple- usual tissue but was not seen in AIY (Supplemental Fig-
ure S3C). Therefore, the AIY-regulatory motif is capablemental Figure S1, and data not shown). We determined
the sufficiency of the core 16 bp AIY motif by placing a of directing expression in AIY in the context of some
heterologous promoters, but expression through thissingle copy of it into a gfp expression vector and observ-
ing expression in AIY in transgenic animals (Supplemen- motif can also be repressed in certain contexts.
tal Figure S3A).
The newly defined AIY-specific cis-regulatory motif Phylogenetic Conservation of the AIY Motif
C. briggsae is a nematode species related to C. elegans,has features reminiscent of a classical enhancer; namely
it occurs in different orientations within regulatory re- whose genome sequence has recently become available
(Stein et al., 2003). Analysis of the cis-regulatory regionsgions of different genes and its distance from the puta-
tive transcriptional start site is highly variable, as it can of the C. briggsae orthologs of the eight AIY-expressed
genes reveals that, with one exception (discussed be-be located either in an intron or up to 5.8 kb upstream
of the gene whose expression it controls (Figure 2). We low), this motif is phylogenetically conserved (Figure 3).
Furthermore, the orientation and location of the motif inexperimentally confirmed the orientation independence
by reversing the orientation of the 243 bp AIY-specific relation to the coding region of each orthologous gene
pair (5 or within a specific intron; distance from startcis-regulatory element in the ttx-3 locus and found it to
be still expressed in AIY (Supplemental Figure S3B). site) is conserved between C. elegans and C. briggsae
(Supplemental Figures S4–S6).To further explore the autonomy of the AIY motif, we
asked whether it would be capable of driving expression Evidence for not only structural but also functional
conservation of this consensus motif between C. ele-in the context of heterologous cis-regulatory regions.
To this end, hybrid reporter genes were constructed by gans and C. briggsae was obtained from experiments
in which transgenic worms were generated expressingadding the 243 bp AIY-regulatory element from the ttx-3
locus to the cis-regulatory regions of two exclusively gfp reporters containing the cis-regulatory regions from
the orthologous genes of the other species. Regulatoryneuronal genes, sra-6 (Troemel et al., 1995) and unc-
47 (McIntire et al., 1997), one mesodermally expressed regions from C. briggsae orthologs of ttx-3, unc-17,
kal-1, and sra-11 driving gfp in C. elegans and regulatorygene, unc-122 (Loria et al., 2004), and one hypodermal
gene, dpy-7 (Gilleard et al., 1997). The resulting hybrid regions from C. elegans ttx-3, unc-17, kal-1, and sra-11
driving gfp in C. briggsae, yielded expression of GFP inreporter constructs yielded GFP fluorescence in AIY as
well as in the usual tissues of expression for each of the AIY in all cases (Figures 4A and 4B and data not shown).
The phylogenetic conservation of expression extendsreporters alone (Supplemental Figure S3C). However,
when placed in the context of the cis-regulatory regions from AIY expression to expression in many other neu-
rons, with a few striking exceptions. For example, theof muscle or gut-specific myo-3 (Okkema et al., 1993),
Homeodomain-Dependent Interneuron Gene Battery
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Figure 4. Phylogenetic Conservation of the AIY cis-Regulatory Motif
Phylogenetic conservation of cis-regulatory elements from the kal-1 (A), the sra-11 (B), and the ser-2 locus (C). Image labels are in the form
of “GFP fusion → species,” indicating which fusion depicted above was injected into which species. Arrows indicate first exons for different
splice forms (first arrow ser-2d, second ser-2bc, third ser-2a; Tsalik et al., 2003).
5-regulatory region of C. briggsae sra-11 contains ele- in AIY (ser-2a and ser-2bc promoter; Figures 2A and
4C). The 5-regulatory region of C. elegans ser-2a con-ments that drive expression in additional sets of neurons
(Figure 4B). This change in gene expression pattern is tains an AIY motif which upon mutational analysis we
find to be required for AIY expression; in addition, thecorrelated with a change in chromosomal context; the
5 upstream genes of C. elegans and C. briggsae sra- 5-regulatory region also drives expression of the gfp
reporter in the RID neuron, head muscles, and other11 are different (Figure 4B).
The ser-2 locus provides an exception to the phyloge- neurons (Figure 4C). The syntenic C. briggsae promoter
region does not contain an AIY motif. When fused tonetic conservation of the AIY motif. The ser-2 locus
produces transcripts that use three different, widely gfp and injected into C. elegans, the C. briggsae cis-
regulatory regions drive no gfp expression in AIY butspaced transcriptional start sites (Tsalik et al., 2003);
5-regulatory elements of two of them are expressed still drive expression in the RID neuron, head muscles
Developmental Cell
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and other neurons (Figure 4C). Hence, the AIY regulatory excess specific unlabeled competitor probe. Moreover,
mutated motifs are not as capable as the wild-type motifmotif of ser-2a has either been lost in C. briggsae or
gained in C. elegans. In contrast, the AIY expression of to compete for binding of TTX-3/CEH-10 to a labeled
wild-type probe (Figure 5C). Additionally, involvementthe ser-2bc isoform is conserved between C. elegans
and C. briggsae (Figure 4C). The ser-2bc AIY-regulatory of TTX-3 in the CEH-10/TTX-3/DNA complex is specific
since it cannot be replaced by LIN-11, another C. ele-element will be described in a later section.
gans LIM homeobox gene (Freyd et al., 1990; Figure
5C). This is consistent with the inability of ectopic lin-The AIY Motif Is Controlled by the CEH-10
11 expression under the control of the ttx-3 regulatoryand TTX-3 Homeodomain Proteins
region to rescue defects seen in ttx-3(ot22) mutantsWhat are the trans-acting factor(s) that control the AIY
(data not shown).motif? We have previously identified homeodomain
The cooperative nature of TTX-3/CEH-10 activity andtranscription factors acting in the AIY interneurons (Al-
hence their potential ability to bind DNA as a hetero-tun-Gultekin et al., 2001). The CEH-10 Paired-type ho-
dimer is consistent with the composition of the AIY motif,meodomain protein is required for expression of the
which contains two recognizable core sequences eachTTX-3 LIM homeodomain protein; both proteins are re-
centering around a TAA motif (Figure 3), the core ofquired for the expression of the AIY differentiation mark-
known homeodomain target sequences (Desplan et al.,ers described above. We extended these previous find-
1988; Hoey and Levine, 1988). Although we have notings by demonstrating that these factors do not act
rigorously tested to which part of the half-site CEH-10linearly but operate in a loop. Using ceh-10 and ttx-3
and TTX-3 bind, we note that the CEH-10-dependentnull mutant animals and reporter gene constructs that
and TTX-3-independent cis-regulatory motif for expres-visualize the expression of each gene, we find that not
sion in the CAN cell contains an essential TAATTGGCTonly is ceh-10 required for ttx-3 expression (Altun-Gul-
sequence (Figure 2H) which is conserved in C. briggsaetekin et al., 2001), but ttx-3 is also required for ceh-
and which is present in what we define as the 5 half of10 expression (Figure 5A). Positive regulatory feedback
the AIY element (Figure 3). Moreover, in vitro bindingloops have been previously described to provide a
site selection of the vertebrate homolog of CEH-10 re-highly sensitive “off/on” switch mechanism (Becskei et
veals an almost identical TAATTAGC consensus (Ferdaal., 2001). The feedback and hence robustness is thus
Percin et al., 2000), suggesting that CEH-10 binds tonot only provided by the TTX-3 autoregulation and CEH-
the 5 half of the AIY element and TTX-3 binds to the 310 autoregulation (Altun-Gultekin et al., 2001; Forrester
half (summarized in Figure 8).et al., 1998) but also by crossregulation.
Taken together, CEH-10 and TTX-3 act cooperativelyThe AIY neurons are generated, though inappropri-
through a 16-mer binding sequence to affect gene ex-ately differentiated, in ceh-10 and ttx-3 mutants (Altun-
pression in AIY. The presence of TTX-3, CEH-10, andGultekin et al., 2001; Forrester et al., 1998), suggesting
their cognate DNA target site is sufficient to activatethat both ttx-3 and ceh-10 act postmitotically to deter-
transcription, but only in specific cellular contexts (e.g.,mine terminal differentiation of AIY. We next tested
hypodermis), which likely contain additional factor(s)whether these factors are also sufficient to induce AIY-
that allow TTX-3 and CEH-10 to activate transcription.like fate characteristics, as measured by their potential
Consistent with the phylogenetic conservation of theability to ectopically activate the AIY motif. Broad ec-
cis-regulatory architecture between C. elegans andtopic coexpression of both genes, but not of either gene
C. briggsae, AIY differentiation defects of C. elegansalone, under control of the unc-119 promoter, which is
ttx-3 null mutants are rescued by expression of theactive in the hypodermis (early) and the nervous system
C. briggsae ttx-3 locus (data not shown), indicating con-(early and late), results in ectopic expression of the AIY
servation of trans- as well as cis-regulatory mecha-motif in the hypodermis (Figure 5B). Therefore, these
nisms.two factors are jointly required and, in a specific cellular
context, also sufficient to control transcription through
the AIY motif. Together with the crossregulatory interac- Genome-Wide Search for Additional ceh-10/ttx-3
Responsive, AIY-Expressed Genestions between ttx-3 and ceh-10, we hypothesize that
TTX-3 and CEH-10 act in a self-stabilizing feedback loop To identify more ceh-10/ttx-3 target genes and to define
an AIY-expressed gene battery on a genome-wide level,to jointly regulate the expression of downstream target
genes through the AIY motif. we searched for AIY motifs in the entire C. elegans ge-
nome sequence. Since the degenerate nature of the AIY-We used electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSAs)
to investigate whether the genetic involvement of ceh- regulatory motif would likely give us many false positive
results in such a large search space, we used phyloge-10 and ttx-3 in AIY cell fate specification correlated with
their ability to directly bind to the newly defined AIY netic footprinting to increase the specificity of our search
(Tagle et al., 1988). To this end, we have developed amotif. Using bacterially expressed, His-tagged, and pu-
rified CEH-10 and TTX-3 proteins, we show that CEH- software package, CisOrtho, that takes advantage of
the fully sequenced and annotated genomes of C. ele-10 and TTX-3 bind to the AIY motif derived from the cis-
regulatory sequences of the ttx-3, ceh-10, kal-1, and gans and C. briggsae (Bigelow et al., 2004). CisOrtho
searches each genome using a position weight matrixinx-18 genes (Figures 5C–5E, data not shown; inx-18 is
a newly identified, AIY-expressed gene that we describe (PWM) built from a given assembly of transcription factor
binding sites, in our case the alignment of the definedbelow). Binding occurs in a strongly cooperative manner
(Figures 5C–5E). Specificity of binding was demon- AIY motifs from both C. elegans and C. briggsae (Figure
3). As a search space we used all of the intergenic re-strated by TTX-3 and CEH-10 still showing appreciable
binding to this site even after the addition of 5000-fold gions as well as introns. Hit pairs, that is, orthologous
Homeodomain-Dependent Interneuron Gene Battery
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Figure 5. The AIY cis-Regulatory Motif Is a Binding Site for CEH-10 and TTX-3
(A) ttx-3 regulates ceh-10 expression. ceh-10::gfp (lqIs4) expression is shown in wild-type (upper panel) and ttx-3 null mutant animals
(lower panel).
(B) Ectopic ceh-10/ttx-3 expression activates the AIY motif (derived from the ttx-3 locus and monitored with the mgIs18 transgene) in ectopic
cells. Upper panel: Expression of ceh-10 under the control of the unc-119 promoter (from the otIs129 transgene) does not induce ectopic
expression of the AIY motif (with the exception of a single, unidentified neuron; not shown). Middle panel: Expression of ttx-3 under the control
of the unc-119 promoter (from the otIs97 transgene) induces ectopic expression of the AIY motif only in the RID (green arrowhead) and CAN
(cyan arrowhead) neurons, as previously reported (Altun-Gultekin et al., 2001). Lower panel: Coexpression of ceh-10 and ttx-3 under the
control of the unc-119 promoter induces ectopic expression of the AIY motif in the hypodermis (genotype: otIs97mgIs18; otIs129), in addition
to RID and CAN.
(C) EMSAs using probes containing the AIY motif from the ttx-3 gene. For each lane, the end labeled probe is at a concentration of 1.75 nM.
Protein concentrations are: ()  no protein added, ()  50 nM, ()  250 nM. LIN-11 was tested at a concentration of 460 nM. Probe
concentrations are: ()  50x excess (87.5 nM), Lane 2; ()  500x (875 nM), Lane 3; or ()  5000x (8.75 M). Probe designation: WT
or  indicates wild-type probe; Probes A, B, and C are mutated probes as indicated above the radiograms.
(D and E) EMSAs using probes containing the AIY motif from the ceh-10 (D) and inx-18 (E) genes. For each lane, the labeled probe is at a
concentration of 1.75 nM. Protein concentrations are indicated by: ()  no protein added, ()  50 nM, ()  125 nM, ()  250 nM.
pairs containing high-scoring putative binding sites in To verify that these new AIY motifs and associated
genes are true ceh-10/ttx-3 targets, the dependencethe regulatory regions from the genes in both species,
were ranked by average score of the sites in the PWM. of several of these newly identified reporters on ttx-3
function and on their binding site was tested. WhenWe first focused arbitrarily on the top 26 hit pairs on
the list (Supplemental Figure S4). These hits contain the placed in a ttx-3(ot22) null background, each of the new
reporter genes tested showed loss of expression specif-AIY motifs from three of the original set of eight AIY-
expressed genes (ttx-3, sra-11, ceh-23). We generated ically in AIY (Figure 6). Mutating binding sites in these
reporters also led to loss of expression in AIY in all casestransgenic animals expressing gfp reporter fusions to
15 genes from the top 26 list (Supplemental Figure S4). tested (Figure 6), indicating that these elements are bona
fide CEH-10/TTX-3 targets. Furthermore, we tested theReporter fusions were designed to not only incorporate
the AIY element itself but several kilobases of flanking AIY motif from one of the new genes, inx-18, for direct
in vitro binding to CEH-10/TTX-3 by EMSA analysis andsequences, if possible (that is, if in close enough proxim-
ity) also including exons/introns from the 3 downstream observed specific binding (Figure 5E).
To assess the likelihood of expression in AIY of geneslocated gene. Fourteen out of these 15 reporters yielded
expression in AIY (Supplemental Figures S4 and S7). located at lower positions of the list, additional reporter
fusions were generated. This issue is particularly rele-Taken together with the three genes already known to
be expressed in AIY (ttx-3, sra-11, ceh-23), the success vant since the score of the AIY motifs in the genes
originally used to build the PWM can rank as far down asrate among the top 26 hits is 94.4% (17/18).
Developmental Cell
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Figure 6. Validation of Newly Identified AIY-Expressed Genes
The expression of newly identified AIY-expressed genes depends on the AIY motif and on ttx-3 (summarized in [A]; n.d.  not determined).
(B)–(D) show a representative example of this analysis, in which inx-18::gfp expression, normally observed in AIY and AVG (among other cells),
is abolished in either ttx-3(ot22) null mutants (C) or if the AIY motif is deleted in the construct (D). Red circles indicate position of the AIY neurons.
position 750 of the original “high-score” list. Expression which case any reporter gene data set would yield a
comparable success rate. For example, only 1/24 (4.2%)analysis shows that 11/17 (64.7%) of the elements rank-
ing between 42 and 112, including those for unc-17 and of immunoglobulin superfamily members (Aurelio et al.,
2002) and 1/12 (8.3%) orphan, G protein-coupledkal-1, are expressed in AIY (Supplemental Figure S5).
Due to the small number of binding sites used to build 7-transmembrane receptors (7TMRs; Troemel et al.,
1995) are expressed in AIY. The 4.2% and 8.3% “back-the initial weight matrix used in this search, we were
concerned that false negative results could be caused ground signals” are even a likely overestimation since
these two data sets are biased for nervous system ex-by real binding sequences being underrepresented in
the initial sample. Because we observed that binding pression.
sites from a given gene locus that diverge significantly
from the consensus (i.e., have a poor score) can be very Genome-Wide Distribution of AIY Motifs
Sequence inspection reveals a lack of significant clus-strongly conserved in C. briggsae (e.g., the AIY motifs
of hen-1 or ceh-10 and their orthologs; Figure 3), we tering of the CEH-10/TTX-3 responsive AIY motifs in the
proximity of individual target genes. In most cases, onlyused CisOrtho to search for additional target genes by
looking for lower-scoring hit pairs with identical, or single motifs are found (Supplemental Figures S4–S6).
Individual transcriptional units containing an AIY ele-nearly identical, putative binding sites between the
C. elegans and C. briggsae species. Invoking this crite- ment and its associated genes also show little chromo-
somal clustering (Supplemental Table S1), a feature re-rion, we compiled a list (“low-mismatch” list, rather than
the “high-score” list used above), which harbored many cently observed for muscle-expressed genes (Roy et
al., 2002). We furthermore note that the top hits in ourof the hits from the high-score list, but also many more
genes. From the top 100 hits of the low-mismatch list, list of AIY-expressed genes do not fall into previously
defined gene expression “mountains” defined by mi-we generated 20 new reporter fusions and found that
11 of them show expression in AIY (Supplemental Fig- croarray-based coexpression of sets of genes under
different environmental, developmental, and geneticures S6 and S7). Including hen-1 and ceh-10 (which rank
poorly on the high-score list but much better in the low- conditions (Kim et al., 2001; Supplemental Tables S1
and S2).mismatch list; Supplemental Tables S1 and S2), 13 of
22 (59%) genes tested are expressed in AIY. Elements
characterized by high similarity between C. elegans and Features of New AIY-Expressed Genes
We next performed a functional annotation of 154 genesC. briggsae can have poor overall match to our initial
PWM; for example, the AIY motif of the F38E9.2 gene from the high-score and the “low C. elegans/C. brigg-
sae-mismatch” list that lie in proximity to predicted con-ranks 46 in the low-mismatch list, but is at position 2456
in the high-scoring list (Supplemental Tables S1 and S2). served AIY motifs (Supplemental Tables S1–S4). Several
features of this functional annotation were particularlyIn total, 41/57 (71.9%) of the AIY elements and associ-
ated genes that were picked from the respective list striking (Figure 7A). We found that 24 of these 154 genes
(15.6%) are G protein-coupled neurotransmitter recep-(high-scoring list and low-mismatch list) and experimen-
tally tested are expressed in AIY. Adding these new tors with a 7TM topology. Expression in AIY was experi-
mentally verified for ten of these, using gfp reporter genemotifs to the position weight matrix did not significantly
change the sequence logo (compare Figure 3 and Figure fusions (Figure 7; Supplemental Figure S7). Of these 24
7TMRs, 20 are predicted to be activated by different8). Thirty-four new genes have been found with verified
expression in AIY. This 71.9% success rate is in line types of neuropeptides, two by biogenic amines, one
by acetylcholine, and one by glutamate (Figure 7B).with the success rate of independent validation of micro-
array-obtained gene expression data sets (Stathopoulos Given that there is a total of 90 predicted neuropeptide
receptors in C. elegans (Bargmann, 1998; O.H., unpub-et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 2002). The 71.9% success rate
is not a reflection of AIY simply expressing a dispropor- lished data), almost one-quarter of all predicted C. ele-
gans neuropeptide receptors are likely expressed in AIY.tionately large number of all genes in the genome, in
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Figure 7. AIY-Expressed Genes
(A) Classification of AIY-expressed genes. 154 top-scoring genes from the two AIY hit lists (high-score and low-mismatch) and 100 genes
ranking 10,000 were annotated and classified as shown. The “others” class is further subdivided as shown in the Supplemental Tables.
Numbers for the genome-wide annotation were extracted from Stein et al. (2003), Bargmann (1998), and Nathoo et al. (2001). Note that the
underrepresentation of putative gene-regulatory factors and metabolism/homeostasis genes in the AIY gene battery is expected from targets
of terminally acting transcription factors that determine the subtype identity of a cell, but not general properties of the cell.
(B) Neurotransmitter receptors that contain AIY motifs in the cis-regulatory regions. Shading in gray indicates that AIY expression was confirmed
by analyzing gfp reporter fusions ([C] and Supplemental Figure S7). Note that the AIY-expressed neuropeptide receptors are not enriched for
any specific receptor subtype. Percentages indicate number of genes predicted to be expressed in AIY compared to the total number of
genes in the genome.
(C) Examples of selected neurotransmitter receptor gfp fusions. Upper panels show complete worms, lower panels show the head region
with AIY expression indicated in yellow due to an overlap of the gfp signal with the AIY-specific rfp reporter transgene otIs133. The complete
set of gfp reporters is shown in Supplemental Figure S7.
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This overrepresentation is not simply due to these genes in AIY may be determined by the ttx-3-dependent AIY
motif (e.g., the ceh-23 homeobox gene). ser-2bc, wrk-being broadly expressed; the ten 7TMRs whose expres-
sion patterns were experimentally determined show re- 1, and other targets of such a transcription factor may
be considered an AIY sub-battery (Figure 8).stricted expression in the nervous system (Figure 7C,
Supplemental Figure S7).
Moreover, the cis-regulatory regions of six ligand- Discussion
gated ion channel proteins contain conserved AIY motifs
(5/6 were experimentally verified to be expressed in AIY; The data presented in this paper can be viewed from
Figures 7A and 7B; Supplemental Figure S7), which con- distinct angles. First, we have provided insights into
stitutes 7% of all predicted ligand-gated ion channel the genomic cis-regulatory architecture controlling cell-
proteins in the C. elegans genome (Bargmann, 1998). type specification and demonstrated its phylogenetic
The significance of the enrichment of these types of conservation. The phylogenetic footprinting that we em-
genes in our AIY target gene lists can be illustrated ployed to analyze cis-regulatory architecture pioneers
by examining 100 genes that contain no predicted AIY the use of the entire C. briggsae genome data set and
element in their proximity (ranking below 10,000 on the illustrates the usefulness of interspecies comparisons.
high-score list). In these sets of genes, we find neither Second, our phylogenetic comparisons allowed us to
peptidergic/aminergic receptors nor any ion channel document several cases of “evolution at work,” that is,
(Figure 7A and Supplemental Data). Furthermore, if the changes in cis-regulatory architecture between C. elegans
AIY motif-containing genes were a completely random and C. briggsae. Third, our analysis can be viewed from
set of genes, their distribution would match the distribu- the standpoint of transcription factor target isolation.
tion of these types of genes in the complete genome Given the preponderance of transcription factors in all
data set. The 31-fold enrichment of 7TM neurotransmit- genomes, it is of pivotal importance to employ methods
ter receptors (15.6% versus 0.5% in whole genome) that will help in the understanding of how they function
and the 8-fold enrichment of ligand-gated ion channels on a genome-wide level, that is, through what target
(3.9% versus 0.5%) demonstrates that this is not the genes they act to affect cellular differentiation and func-
case. Another argument for the specificity of the enrich- tion. Such network construction is a particularly press-
ment of these types of genes is that, in the recently ing issue for the developmentally important homeodo-
reported list of 71 genes expressed in a mec-3 LIM main transcription factors for which few downstream
homeobox gene-dependent manner in the touch recep- target genes are known to date. Last, our analysis pro-
tor neurons, no aminergic/peptidergic 7TMRs and only vides new insights into the biology of the AIY interneu-
two ligand-gated ion channels were identified (Zhang et rons and offers a starting point for the functional analysis
al., 2002). of previously unknown AIY-expressed genes.
We note that with one possible exception (F54E4.4,
a secreted, Cys-rich protein) none of the AIY-expressed Modularity of cis-Regulatory Architecture
genes is exclusively expressed in AIY (Figure 7C, Sup- A notable feature of our cis-regulatory analysis is the
plemental Figure S7). Expression is most often observed largely modular nature of the cis-regulatory architecture,
in other neurons and also, sometimes, outside the ner- which conforms with many previously described exam-
vous system. This observation strengthens the concept ples (Davidson, 2001). Previous analysis of this type has,
presented in Figure 1 that cell-specific expression pro- however, largely focused on single genes. Our compara-
files are not defined by the expression of single cell- tive analysis of many different genes, which constitute
specific genes but by the cell-type-specific overlap of an AIY-specific gene battery, adds another dimension
genes that are more broadly expressed. to previous analyses; it provides explicit and experimen-
tally verified examples on a genome-wide level of many
genes, each of which is expressed in many cells, sam-AIY-Specific Gene Expression beyond the AIY Motif
The AIY motif defines an AIY-specific gene battery, yet pling many different trans-regulatory inputs thus giving
rise to highly cell-type-specific expression profiles thatthere may be AIY motif-independent gene batteries ex-
pressed in AIY. We infer the existence of such battery(s) are largely combinatorial in nature (Figure 1). The combi-
natorial nature of defining a cellular differentiation profileby our analysis of one of the splice forms of the ser-2
locus. Four kilobases of the 5-regulatory region of the thus illustrates how a limited number of gene products
can give rise to an almost unlimited number of differen-ser-2bc transcript yield expression in AIY and other neu-
rons (Figures 2A and 4C). Expression in AIY is dependent tial gene expression profiles and hence cellular diversity.
Combinatorial coding also provides an elegant solutionon ttx-3 (Tsalik et al., 2003). We narrowed down the
ttx-3-dependent AIY-expressed element to an 300 bp to the conundrum of organismal complexity not correlat-
ing with gene number; cellular and hence organismalregion. This region contains no recognizable AIY motif
but shows striking homology to C. briggsae. Conse- complexity may be determined through the increases in
cis-regulatory complexity (Markstein and Levine, 2002).quently, when this region from C. briggsae is fused to
gfp and injected into C. elegans, expression is seen in The modularity of AIY-specific cis-regulatory architec-
ture was not a given since two other cell types, RIDAIY (Figure 4C). We also did not find an AIY motif in the
cis-regulatory elements of another AIY-expressed, ttx- and CAN, share a significant overlap in gene expression
profiles (Tsalik et al., 2003; Figure 1). It could have thus3-dependent gene, the immunoglobulin family member
wrk-1 (A.S.W. and O.H., unpublished data). We hypothe- easily been envisioned that different yet possibly related
AIY-, CAN-, and RID-specific trans-acting factors eachsize that the AIY cis-regulatory element of these genes
is activated by a transcription factor whose expression regulate the expression of these genes by binding to one
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Figure 8. Summary of Regulatory Architec-
ture Controlling the AIY Gene Battery
The transcription factors CEH-10 and TTX-3
coregulate their own expression and control
the expression of all known cell subtype-spe-
cific characteristics, defining an AIY-specific
gene battery. A sub-battery is defined by AIY-
expressed genes that are not linked through
the AIY motif but activated by an AIY-motif-
dependent transcription factor, such as
ceh-23.
common cis-regulatory element. Our analysis shows, and hence the evolution of cellular diversity that is so
characteristic for the nervous system. In contrast, non-however, that each cell type utilizes distinct, though
possibly evolutionarily related cis-regulatory elements neuronally expressed genes may be shielded from gain-
ing novel cis-regulatory elements that may lead to disad-(see below).
Another striking feature of the cis-regulatory architec- vantageous expression of these genes in neuronal cells.
Further experimentation is warranted to put this hypoth-ture of the AIY-specific gene battery is the conspicuous
absence of repressive regulatory elements. The absence esis on a statistically significant basis and to elucidate
the underlying mechanisms of the interplay of cis-regu-of repressor sites has previously been noted in several
terminal differentiation genes (Davidson, 2001) and is latory elements.
Last, we note that we identified genes in AIY that werelikely a reflection of terminal differentiation genes being
downstream of positively acting transcription factors previously shown to be either ubiquitously expressed
in all cells (the transcription factor LIN-14) or in all neu-whose own cis-regulatory elements have sampled the
negative and positive regulatory elements that deter- rons (the synaptic vesicle fusion protein UNC-13). This
observation argues that broadly expressed genes aremine spatial domains of gene expression. We do note,
however, that our use of extrachromosomal reporter not necessarily under control of broadly expressed
trans-acting factors that bind to a common cis-element,arrays may obscure the existence of chromosome-con-
text-dependent transcriptional repression. but rather that the ubiquitous output of a cis-regulatory
region may be the sum of individual, cell-type-specificThe modularity of cis-regulatory elements of AIY-
expressed genes and the sufficiency of the AIY motif cis-regulatory elements.
to determine AIY-specific gene expression does not,
however, mean that the AIY motif works in an entirely
context-independent manner. It can be activated by Evolution of cis-Regulatory Control
The modular architecture of cis-regulatory elementsTTX-3 and CEH-10 in only specific cellular contexts,
possibly dictated by the presence of cell-specific cofac- allows for easy evolvability of gene expression control.
In spite of overall patterns of conservation, our phyloge-tors. Also, while the AIY element acts independently in
the context of several heterologous, hybrid promoters, netic comparison of the C. elegans and C. briggsae
cis-regulatory architecture indeed permits glimpses intoit is not active when combined with other regulatory
elements. Interestingly, the AIY motif is active when evolution at work, notably the differential loss, gain, or
modification of cis-regulatory elements. One exampleadded to other neuronal cis-regulatory regions, but is
not functional when combined with some (but not all) is the ser-2a gene, expressed in AIY, RID, head muscles,
and other neurons in C. elegans. In C. briggsae, thenonneuronal cis-regulatory elements. This observation
may be interpreted in an evolutionary context; neuronal gene is in the same cells except AIY; this difference is
due to the absence of the AIY motif in the C. briggsaecis-regulatory architecture may be more permissive to
accommodate additional cis-regulatory inputs thus 5-regulatory region. Another example is the sra-11
gene. Both the C. elegans and C. briggsae genes containallowing the creation of more complex gene batteries
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the AIY motif and are expressed in AIY, yet the C. brigg- of the ceh-10 and ttx-3 genes which determine their
coexpression exclusively in AIY. Our cis-regulatory dis-sae 5-regulatory region contains elements that drive
expression in additional sets of neurons. Evolutionary section of the ceh-10 and ttx-3 loci revealed cis-elements
required for AIY expression. Since these cis-elements aredivergence can be also observed when comparing para-
logous genes within one species. One such example is themselves CEH-10/TTX-3 responsive, they are likely to
provide an elegant way to self-stabilize and maintainprovided by the sra-type of orphan seven transmem-
brane receptors (7TMR), and, specifically, the adjacent their own expression. At this point, it is not clear what
other factors provide the initial trigger for CEH-10/TTX-3C. elegans sra-12 and sra-11 genes which are paralo-
gous genes originating from a gene duplication event. expression, yet the self-stabilizing feedback loop illus-
trates that this input needs only to be transient.We asked whether the ancient gene duplication event
also encompassed a duplication of its presumptive We find that most CEH-10/TTX-3 target genes only
contain a single AIY motif in their cis-regulatory region.5-regulatory regions. A reporter gene fusion to the sra-
11 gene is expressed in AIY, as expected by the pres- While other transcription factors have binding sites that
often occur in multiple copies in the cis-regulatory re-ence of an AIY motif and a set of other neurons, including
RIF or RIG, PVT, and ventral cord neurons (Figure 2C), gions of target genes (Davidson, 2001), we note that
two other cell-type-defining transcription factors, thewhile a reporter gene fusion to the sra-12 gene is also
expressed in RIF/RIG and PVT (Figure 2C) but lacks RFX transcription factor DAF-19 and the MEC-3 LIM
homeodomain protein, also target single binding sitesexpression in AIY and also does not contain an AIY
motif. The AIY motif has either been recently acquired in their sensory neuron-specific target genes (Swoboda
et al., 2000; Zhang et al., 2002). Since the dissection ofby the sra-11 locus or has been lost in the sra-12 locus.
cis-regulatory architecture on a genome-wide level is
still in its infancy, it is difficult to assess how common
gene regulation through single binding sites is.trans-Regulation of a Neuron-Specific Gene Battery
by Homeodomain Proteins Our analysis provides the molecular basis for under-
standing why genetic removal of ttx-3 causes the sameOur experimentally verified description of direct targets
of homeodomain proteins provides an understanding diverse range of behavioral effects seen upon microsur-
gical removal of AIY (Mori and Ohshima, 1995; Tsalik andof the molecular mechanisms of homeodomain protein
function (summarized in Figure 8). The strict cooperativ- Hobert, 2003). Providing solid support for our previous
hypothesis (Altun-Gultekin et al., 2001), the AIY interneu-ity of CEH-10/TTX-3 binding to their target sequence
illustrates why individual homeodomain proteins have ron fails to adopt its normal identity in ttx-3 null mutant
animals, as measured by the presumptive lack of expres-in the past shown limited in vitro DNA binding affinity
and specificity (Desplan et al., 1988; Hoey and Levine, sion of all tested members of the AIY-expressed gene
battery that we have defined here (Figure 8). Orthologs1988; Kalionis and O’Farrell, 1993). Our findings also
demonstrate the strict cellular context dependency of of CEH-10 and TTX-3 (Chx10 and Lhx2/Apterous) affect
neuronal differentiation in other species (Lundgren ethomeodomain protein function. Although each is ex-
pressed in several neuronal types, CEH-10 and TTX-3 al., 1995; Burmeister et al., 1996, Porter et al., 1997),
and it will be interesting to determine whether in matureare only coexpressed in AIY where they jointly trigger
activation of an AIY-specific gene battery. In other cellu- retinal bipolar interneurons, in which Chx10 and Lhx2 are
exclusively coexpressed, these two factors may—likelar contexts, in which TTX-3 and CEH-10 expression
does not overlap, these proteins presumably interact CEH-10/TTX-3—cooperate to affect a whole interneu-
ron-specific, terminally functioning gene battery.with other factors to determine target gene expression.
This is well illustrated in the example of the CAN cells;
upon delineation of a 315 bp regulatory element in the Insights into the Biology of the AIY Interneurons
ceh-23 locus that drives ceh-10-dependent expression Although our analysis does not allow us to predict the
in the CAN neurons, we noted the presence of a motif absolute number of AIY-expressed genes, the nature of
in this element, TAATTGGCT, which shares a half-site the coding sequences adjacent to the highest-scoring
of the AIY motif. We mutated this motif and observed AIY motifs provides interesting glimpses into the func-
loss of expression in CAN, thus confirming its functional tion of the AIY interneuron. Clearly, the most striking
relevance (Figure 2H). A ceh-10-dependent cis-regula- feature of the AIY gene expression battery is its highly
tory element has thus diverged to either coexist with a significant enrichment of putative neurotransmitter re-
sequence that allows for cooperative TTX-3 binding, ceptors. Almost one-quarter of all C. elegans G protein-
hence creating the AIY motif, or to coexist with another coupled neuropeptide receptors are likely to be ex-
neighboring sequence that binds a different CEH-10 pressed in AIY. Moreover, AIY is predicted to express
partner in the context of the CAN neuron to allow expres- at least six ion channels, gated by four different ligands
sion of target genes such as ceh-23. This partner protein (acetylcholine, GABA, glutamate, and serotonin), two
is unlikely a homeodomain protein given that the neigh- biogenic amine receptors, and two metabotropic recep-
boring sequence contains no TAAN core. Nevertheless, tors (acetylcholine and glutamate). These observations
the relatively modest nature of changes required to gen- suggest that AIY is capable of sampling an impressive
erate new sites of expression illustrates the “evolvabil- array of neurochemical signaling inputs. This is consis-
ity” of cis-regulatory elements to create novel expres- tent with the microscopically determined synaptic con-
sion profiles. nectivity diagram demonstrating that AIY is a highly in-
In sum, the trigger determining expression of the AIY- terconnected neuron (White et al., 1986), postsynaptic
to many classes of sensory neurons and presynaptic tospecific gene battery lies in the cis-regulatory elements
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